US Strikes Iran, Averts Major World Conflict
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This is an emergency update.
Iran's top military commander Qasem Soleimani was assassinated in a U.S.. airstrike.
He was a Major-General responsible for terrorism around the world, he sent Iranians to the civil war in Syria he
sent troops to the Baghdad riots. They all had hats on & people in Baghdad don't wear hats he gave them with
black hats with Muslim writing
Major General Soleimani got a hold of three nuclear weapons which he was planning on using.
He had given the orders to use these nuclear weapons to start World War 3 in the name of the CIA
So the United States will be vilified United Nations will be made heroes
ASSASSINATED IRANIAN GENERAL QASEM SOLEIMANI Was a nuclear terrorist with an
imminent plan to nuke Washington USA.
The Pentagon has confirmed that Soleimani was killed under the direction of President Trump.
The statement by the Department of Defence at the direction of the president
“The US military is taking decisive action to protect US personnel abroad by killing Qasem Soleimani the head of
the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps groups, the U.S.. designated foreign terrorist organization.”
In other words the CIA felt him a danger the KGB must have agreed.
He was in charge of Iranian intelligence all he wanted to do was stir up trouble
UNITED NATIONS GLOBALISTS Linked to Washington nuclear attack.
He was working directly with the United Nations. So the UN were responsible for the deaths of hundreds of
Americans caught in coalition attacks. And the wounding of thousands more.
He also orchestrated attack on coalition bases in Iraq

Iraq, Baghdad was one of his targets with the nuclear weapons
Jerusalem was the second one
And I believe Washington DC was the third one.
Tt may be detonated in the next two days if the Secret Service doesn't get off their dead butts and start helping
looking for this.
You should expect orchestrated attacks on coalition bases but I believe they got the freighter that has the nuclear
weapon in it which was going to dock either in Washington DC or New York.
In other words they killed the man who had released three nuclear weapons for detonation which would have
started World War three. Baghdad Jerusalem and Washington DC.
While Trump has yet to make a statement he tweeted the American flag we're going to wait till tomorrow but if
you are listening to this understand, the members of the US legislative bodies in The Senate & The Congress;
Schumer knew about this I don't know if Adam Schiff knew about this I don't think Nancy Pelosi could
understand what's going on but it's been announced on Russian TV Iranian TV that they have indeed killed him
and his staff and the nuclear football that he was carrying for the detonation of three nukes around the world which
will not be told on any other channel remember
We've been taking nukes out of Iran for a long time but these were provided by one section of the CIA. They told
me Comey & Mueller was involved and there was one other member of the FBI that was involved I don't know
exactly if they were the ones responsible for transporting the nukes or they were the ones responsible for some of
the planning.

US Democrats knew of Washington imminent nuclear attack & were leaving.
Democratic congressmen knew about this but they kept their mouth shut because they got a big payoff from the
Rothschilds for their little Golf Club to keep their mouth shut about this they just sort of were going to leave
Washington DC tomorrow morning.
Yeah find out who is leaving me seeing you know who was responsible for
So again Qasem Soleimani was the one who's been building the Iran nuclear program without anybody's assistance
is dead.
Remember these people are chipped so we know their exact location and when he decided to use nukes against the
USA, Trump called Putin & Xi Jinping and they put an end to this.
Now of course everybody's going to condemn it. With the CNN, MSNBC, CIA, British Media, Associated Press,
crap but Trump is eliminating those who are attempting to send nukes into the United States and he is now going
to assassinate those people helping those who are trying to nuke US cities
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